The GameBreaker-AURA is the world's #1 rated protective soccer headband, powered by an innovative smart molecule technology. D3O® materials flow freely when at rest, but on impact, lock tightly together to disperse and absorb the energy of the blow, before instantly returning to their soft, flexible state. This reaction is instantaneous and 100% passive. The greater the force of impact, the greater the protection.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- POWERED BY D3O®
- 100% PERIPHERAL VISION
- INNER ELASTIC RETENTION BAND
- NO-SLIP SILICONE BACKED FOREHEAD
- ANTI-MICROBIAL QUICK-WICK TREATMENT
- 10 mm - THINNEST/LIGHTEST ON THE MARKET
- NO METAL OR HARD PLASTIC COMPONENT PARTS
- MACHINE WASHABLE

**SIZES: XS-S | M-L | XL-2XL**
Engineered with SNAP-TECH CELLS that are designed to snap apart and work with the inner band for an individualized, snug, comfortable fit.

**TEN COLOR OPTIONS**

![Color options]

GameBreaker products are 3rd party tested and published by Virginia Tech. The GameBreaker-AURA was rated the world's #1 safest soccer headband, earning 5-STARS. It provides 60% coverage which ranks it highest among all 5-STAR headbands.

**CUSTOMIZABLE LOGOS IN FRONT AND BACK**

**VIRGINIA TECH HELMET LABS 3RD PARTY IMPACT TESTING**

GameBreaker products are 3rd party tested and published by Virginia Tech. The GameBreaker-AURA was rated the world's #1 safest soccer headband, earning 5-STARS. It provides 60% coverage which ranks it highest among all 5-STAR headbands.

**POWERED BY D3O®**

**NO-SLIP SILICONE BACKED FOREHEAD**

**SNAP-TECH EXPANDING CELLS**